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Abstract—We show that for a legitimate communication under
multipath quasi-static fading with a reduced number of scatter-
ers, it is possible to achieve perfect secrecy even in the presence of
a passive eavesdropper for which no channel state information
is available. Specifically, we show that the outage probability
of secrecy capacity (OPSC) is zero for a given range of average
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) at the legitimate and eavesdropper’s
receivers. As an application example, we analyze the OPSC for
the case of two scatterers, explicitly deriving the relationship
between the average SNRs, the secrecy rate RS and the fading
model parameters required for achieving perfect secrecy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The seminal works in [1–3] have boosted the interest
for providing secure communications over wireless channels
from an information-theoretic viewpoint based on the clas-
sical work by Shannon [4]. Compared to the case in which
fading is neglected [5, 6], the effect of random fluctuations
due to fading turns out being beneficial in some instances
[2, 3]. However, when channel state information (CSI) of
the eavesdropper is unknown at the legitimate transmitter,
these previous works [1–3] show that it is not possible
to ensure perfect secrecy in wireless fading channels, and
only a probabilistic measure is available through the outage
probability of secrecy capacity (OPSC) [1].
Wireless physical layer security (PLS) has now become a
rather mature field and numerous works characterize the key
performance metrics under different propagation conditions,
but always relying on the central limit theorem (CLT) as-
sumption that gives rise to the Rician and Rayleigh models,
or generalizations of these [7–9]. Nowadays, because of the
new use cases of wireless systems under the umbrella of
5G and its evolutions, there are several examples in which
the propagation conditions may be substantially different to
those predicted by state-of-the-art fading models. For instance,
in mmWave communications, a scarce number of multipath
components arrives at the receiver [10], so that diffuse scat-
tering only becomes relevant when non-line-of-sight (NLoS)
conditions are considered [11]. In a different context, the
potential of reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (RIS) [12, 13]
to design the amplitude and phases of the scattered waves in
order to optimize system performance can also be translated
into a superposition of a finite number of individual waves.
Due to the great deal of attention received by these afore-
mentioned emerging scenarios, we revisit in this work the
issue of secure communications over wireless channels, with
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one key question in mind: What’s the effect of considering a
finite number of scatterers on wireless physical layer security?
Thanks to the fine-grain characterization of the wireless prop-
agation captured by ray-based models, we demonstrate for the
first time that it is possible to achieve perfect secrecy in the
communication between two legitimate peers under multipath
quasi-static fading, i.e., zero OPSC, when a reduced number
of scatterers is considered. We determine the conditions under
which perfect secrecy can be ensured, and then we give some
practical examples using a ray-based fading model.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. System model for PLS
We consider a legitimate user (Alice) who wants to send
confidential messages to another user (Bob) in the presence
of an eavesdropper (Eve). For simplicity, yet without loss of
generality, all these agents are equipped with single-antenna
devices. The complex channel gains from Alice to Bob and
Eve are denoted by hb and he, respectively, and assumed
constant during the transmission of an entire codeword but
independent from one codeword to the next one, i.e., we con-
sider quasi-static fading channels. Hence, the instantaneous
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) at Bob and Eve are given by
γb = γb
‖hb‖2
E[‖hb‖2] , γe = γe
‖he‖2
E[‖he‖2] , (1)
where E[·] is the expectation operator and γb and γe denote
the average SNR at Bob and Eve, respectively.
If Alice has perfect knowledge of both Bob’s and Eve’s
instantaneous CSI, perfect secrecy can be obtained by adapt-
ing the transmision rate, Rs, in those instants where γb > γe
[1, 3]. The secrecy capacity, i.e., the maximum rate ensuring
a secure communication between Alice and Bob, is [5, 6]:
Cs = [Cb − Ce]+ = [log2(1 + γb)− log2(1 + γe)]+, (2)
where Cb and Ce are the capacities of Bob and Eve, respec-
tively, and [x]+ is the shorthand notation for max{0, x}. Thus,
for each channel realization, Alice would transmit at a rate
Rs ≤ Cs in order to avoid any information leakage to Eve.
Consider now the case of a purely passive eavesdropper,
for which Eve’s CSI is unknown at the transmitter. In this
situation, previous works state that perfect secrecy cannot be
achieved, and therefore they resort on outage analysis [1–3].
That is, Alice would blindly transmit at a target rate Rs under
the assumption that Cs ≥ Rs. If Cs < Rs, then an outage
occurs and the security of the transmission is compromised
with some probability, i.e., the OPSC defined [1] as
Pout(Rs) , P{Cs < Rs}. (3)
B. CLT and ray-based fading models
Due to the multipath propagation, the complex based-band
received signals are written as the superposition of multiple






where k = b, e denotes indistinctly Bob’s or Eve’s channel,
Nk denotes the number of multipath waves, Vi,k ∈ R+ their
constant amplitudes and φi,k their phases, assumed to be
independent and uniformly distributed over [0, 2π). The sum










where θi,k ∀ i are also independent and uniformly distributed.
Hence, the first sum represents the contribution of the Mk
dominant or specular components, whilst the second one
groups the contribution of non-specular or diffuse waves,
where the power of each component is considerably lower.
When Pk is sufficiently large, i.e., we have a rich multipath
propagation, the diffuse component can be regarded as Gaus-





jφi,k + σx,kXk + jσy,kYk (6)
with Xk, Yk ∼ N (0, 1) and σx,k, σy,k ∈ R+.
Equation (6) is the basis for most popular fading models,
which typically arise depending on the value of the parameters
Mk, σx,k and σy,k. For instance, if σx,k = σy,k and Mk = 0
we obtain the Rayleigh model, whilst Mk = 1 yields the Rice
distribution and Mk = 2 reduces to the two-wave with diffuse
power (TWDP) model [7]. While previous works consider
channel gains according to (6), we will stick to the general
formulation in (4) in order to explicitly account for the effect
of considering a finite number of multipath waves on PLS.
III. PERFECT SECRECY OVER FADING CHANNELS
A. Impact of a reduced number of scatterers in OPSC
In order to better understand the influence of the fading
distribution in the OPSC, we reformulate Pout in (3) in terms
of Bob’s and Eve’s SNRs as
Pout(Rs) = P{γb < 2Rsγe + 2Rs − 1} = P{γb < γeq}, (7)
which is obtained by introducing (2) in (3) and performing
some basic algebraic manipulations. Note that, when condi-
tioning on γe, Pout corresponds to the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of γb and, therefore, it can be computed by










Regarding (7), it is clear that the condition for secrecy is
γb > γeq, where γeq = 2Rsγe + 2Rs − 1. From a geometric
point of view, for a given value of γeq, the OPSC corresponds
therefore to the area under the probability density function
(PDF) of γb for which γb < γeq. If we consider the complete
distribution of γeq, then the outage probability is related to the







fγeq (γeq)|Rs=1 fγb (γb)
γb,γeq(dB)
(a) γb and γeq follow a CLT fading distribution (Rician).






fγeq (γeq)|Rs=0.5 fγeq (γeq)|Rs=1
fγb (γb)
γb,γeq(dB)
(b) γb and γeq follow a ray-based fading distribution.
Fig. 1: Common area under the PDFs of γb and γeq for classical and ray-based
fading models, and different values of Rs (γb = 12 dB and γe = 5 dB).
For better visualization, the PDFs in the figure have been normalized.
common area under the PDFs of γb and γeq, being the latter
a rescaled and shifted version of fγe(γe) of the form
fγeq(γeq) = 2
−Rsfγe(2
−Rs(γeq + 1)− 1). (9)
Thus, the larger this overlapped area in which γb can take
lower values than γeq, the higher the outage probability. If
we consider any fading distribution arising from the CLT
assumption, i.e., the underlying random variables are Gaussian
distributed, the PDFs of the SNRs – or, equivalently, those of
‖h‖2 – are supported on a semi-infinite interval [0,∞), and
then the tails of fγb(γb) and fγeq(γeq) overlap regardless of the
values of Rs and the average SNRs. Hence, the condition of
γb < γeq is met with non-null probability and perfect secrecy
cannot be achieved [1–3]. This can be observed in Fig. 1a,
where even for Rs = 0 there exists some outage area A.
However, things are different when assuming ray-based
fading models. Due to the consideration of a finite number
of waves, there is a maximum and a minimum value for
both the channel gains and the instantaneous SNRs, i.e., the
PDFs of γb and γeq are supported on a bounded interval, say
[γmin, γmax]. These limit values will depend on the relative
amplitudes of the incident waves, that will add-up destruc-
tively/constructively with some probability. Therefore, it is
evident that in some cases the distribution domains will be
disjoint, and hence the OPSC can be identically zero, as
showed in Fig. 1b. That is, under certain conditions, any
possible value of γb will always be larger than γeq. This is
an important observation, since it will allow us to achieve
perfect secrecy for transmission rates Rs > 0 without Eve’s
CSI knowledge at the transmitter.
B. Achieving perfect secrecy over ray-based fading channels
Let us consider that the gains for both Eve’s and Bob’s
channels are given by (4). For simplicity — yet without loss
of generality — we assume that V1,k ≥ V2,k ≥ · · · ≥ VNk,k.
It is clear that the maximum value of hk, where k = b, e is
used again to distinguish between Bob’s and Eve’s gains, is
obtained when all the waves in (4) are summed coherently. In
turn, the minimum value arises when destructive combination
occurs. Consequently, and in stark contrast with classical
fading distributions, the domain of ‖hk‖ is bounded on the












Therefore, this finite domain definition of channel gains
allows us to achieve zero OPSC when a certain condition is
met, as stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Consider hb and he as in (4). Then, for a given




Rs − 1, (11)
where γminb and γ
max












V 2i,k, k = b, e. (13)
Proof: The condition for zero OPSC is given by γminb >
γmaxeq . Since γeq is obtained as a linear transformation over
γe, its maximum value occurs when γe = γmaxe , yielding
immediately (11). On the other hand, (13) is obtained by
calculating the expectation of the squared modulus of (4) and
applying the multinomial theorem.
Inspecting (11), we observe that higher values of Rs imply
a more restrictive perfect secrecy condition, i.e., if we aim
to increase the transmission rate, we need γminb to be larger.
This is also shown in Fig. 1, where increasing Rs shifts fγeq
to the right regardless of the considered fading distribution.
Moreover, as γb becomes larger – or, equivalently, γe takes
lower values – we can transmit at a faster secure rate while
keeping zero OPSC, which is a coherent result.
We also observe that considering a larger number of rays
in (4) has a significant impact in the OPSC. As Nk increases,
either in Bob’s or Eve’s channel, the interval [hmink , h
max
k ] gets
wider, causing the condition in (11) to be more restrictive.
In fact, if N → ∞, then (4) becomes a Gaussian random
variable, rendering the classical fading distributions and im-
plying that ‖hmink ‖ → 0 and ‖hmaxk ‖ → ∞, as predicted by
CLT-based channel modeling approaches.
It is important to note that although Eve’s instantaneous
CSI is not required, we implicitly make some assumptions
regarding the distribution of he, i.e., the value of γmaxe , in
order to apply the secrecy condition in (11). Because the
relative amplitudes of the waves arriving at Eve as well as
their average power are closely related to the geometry of the
scenario under analysis, this is equivalent to assume that Alice
has information over the propagation environment.
More specifically, some worst-case assumptions (equivalent
to having statistical knowledge of CSI without explicitly
requiring it) can be taken and still ensure perfect secrecy. For
instance, an upper bound for the average SNR at Eve (γe)
can be determined by establishing exclusion areas (or secure
areas) around the transmitter in which no eavesdroppers
can be placed [14]. With the radius of the secure area, it
is possible to calculate the minimum pathloss to Eve and
therefore we can upper bound its average SNR. Similarly, the
number of rays arriving at the eavesdropper can be designed
from the geometry of the propagation scenario in case of
highly directional transmissions, or by properly controlling the
propagation environment using large/reconfigurable intelligent
surfaces, which allow to modify at will the phases of the
incident waves [12, 13]. Thus, although no CSI may be
available for a purely passive eavesdropper, we can still design
the transmission in order to ensure perfect secrecy.
IV. SECURE TX OVER TWO-WAVE FADING
After formulating the conditions on which perfect secrecy
can be attained when considering ray-based fading channels,
we now analyze a simple, albeit illustrative, case by assuming
two dominant components arriving at both receiver ends. The
two-wave (or two ray) fading model [7, 15] arises when










, which measures the relative difference in
amplitude between the two waves. Hence, ∆k = 1 implies
that both rays have exactly the same power, whilst ∆k = 0
signifies that one of the specular components in (14) vanishes.
With this consideration, the PDF and the CDF of the SNR
at Bob and Eve, defined in the interval γmink ≤ γk ≤ γmaxk , are

















where, as in the previous section, the subindex k = b, e
is used to distinguish between the parameters of Bob’s and
Eve’s channel distributions. The domain boundaries for each
distribution are calculated as in (12), yielding in this case
γmink = γk(1−∆k), γmaxk = γk(1 + ∆k), (17)
and therefore the condition for perfect secrecy stated in





Thus, despite the fact that Eve’s instantaneous CSI is un-
kown at Alice, secrecy in the communication can be ensured
if the average SNR at Bob is above a certain threshold. In
case Alice does not have any statistical knowledge of Eve’s
channel, the transmission rate can be adapted based on the
worst-case in which ∆e = 1. As previously indicated, when
the average SNR at Eve is unknown, it can be upper-bounded
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∆b = 0.6, ∆e = 0.5
∆b = 0.3, ∆e = 0.2
Rayleigh (CLT)
Fig. 2: Impact of CLT based fading models (Rayleigh) and ray-based ones
(Two-wave) in the OPSC for different values of channel parameters and
average SNRs. For all traces, γe = 0 dB. Solid lines correspond to theoretical
calculations whilst markers correspond to Monte Carlo (MC) simulations.
by defining exclusion areas in which no eavesdroppers are
possible. Hence, even in this situation, the perfect secrecy
condition can be met, e.g., by a proper design of the distance
between the transmitter and the legitimate receiver. After
simple manipulations to (18), the largest constant rate that









In fact, whenever Alice has perfect knowledge of Bob’s
CSI (instead of statistical knowledge only), it is possible to
adapt its transmission rate to Bob’s instantaneous CSI while
meeting the condition γb > γe(1 + ∆e), which yields the








≥ Rmaxs . (20)
The OPSC over two-wave fading is straightforwardly cal-











∆2e − (1− γe/γe)2
dγe. (21)
The OPSC in (21) in terms of Rs and γb is depicted
in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. For the sake of comparison,
Pout over CLT based channels (in this case, Rayleigh fading)
is also shown as a reference. We observe that, for a given
Rs < R
max
s , the outage probability is exactly zero when
considering a finite number of reflections, whilst this behavior
is not reproduced when assuming a fading model arising from
the CLT. Specifically, we observe that the asymptotic decay
for the Rayleigh case (i.e., the negative slope of the OPSC as
γb grows) is that of a diversity order equal to one. Conversely,
when considering the ray-based alternatives here analyzed the
OPSC abrutly drops for the limit value of γb given by (18),
which can be regarded as an infinite diversity order.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We provided a new look at wireless PLS, backing off
from the classical CLT assumption associated to fading and
explicitly accounting for the effect of considering a finite
number of multipath waves arriving the receiver ends. We















∆b = 0.8, ∆e = 0.7
∆b = 0.5, ∆e = 0.3
Rayleigh (CLT)
Fig. 3: OPSC in terms of γb for different values of channel parameters and
distinct fading models. For all traces γe = 7 dB. Solid lines correspond
to theoretical calculations whilst markers correspond to MC simulations.
Dashdotted vertical lines correspond to the asymptotic OPSC.
established for the first time the conditions under which it is
possible to achieve perfect secrecy in wireless channels even
when the eavesdropper’s CSI is unknown at the transmitter.
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